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Let 
i=Ax, x E R’“, A E sp(24 R) (*I 
be a linear Hamiltonian system, i.e., 
A=JH, H== H, and J= 
0 I 1 1 --I 0 . 
The Hamiltonian of the system is h,(x) = $(Hx, x) = - $(JAx, x), where 
( ., . ) is the standard scalar product in R2”. h, is a quadratic first integral. 
For any natural I, h(x) = i(JA’x, x) is also a quadratic first integral of the 
system but h = 0 if 1 is even. Let us ,then consider the n quadratic first 
integrals defined by 
&(~)=(-l)~ i(JAZk-lx, x), k = 1, 2, . ..) n. 
The system (*) (or A E sp(24 R)) is called stable if the equilibrium solu- 
tion x= 0 is Lyapunov stable. It is called strongly stable if all linear 
Hamiltonian systems with A‘E sp(2n, R) sufficiently close to A are stable. 
Equivalently A E sp(2n, R) is stable if [IerA 11 is bounded for all t E R. The 
interest in strong stability stems from the fact that A may have multiple 
eigenvalues and yet be strongly stable, i.e., there are “safe” resonances. We 
refer the reader to papers by Cushman and Kelley [l] and Levi [2] for 
more details and extensive references. The simplest example of the safe 
resonance is provided by an A with multiple eigenvalues for which h is 
definite, positive or negative. 
The following characterization of strong stability shows that the general 
case of the safe resonance is quite similar. 
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PROPOSITION 1. A linear Hamiltonian system is strongly stable if and 
only if some linear combination of the n quadratic first integrals hk, 
k = 1, 2, . . . . n, is a nondegenerate definite quadratic form. 
Proof The quadratic form h, depends continuously on A. So if for 
some A, a,h,+ . . . + a,h, is a positive definite quadratic form, then it is 
positive definite for all A’ sufficiently close to A (and the same a’s). Having 
a nondegenerate definite quadratic first integral implies stability. Hence A 
is strongly stable. 
Conversely suppose that (*) is strongly stable. Then by a canonical 
change of coordinates we can reduce the Hamiltonian to the normal form 
h,(y)=$ i 4i(y?+b?~:+n), 
i= 1 
where 4= f 1, b,#O, i= 1, . . . . n, and if b? = bf then gi = $. We find further 
hk( y) = f i ~$(bf~-~yf + bf’yf+J. 
i=l 
We look for real c1,, . . . . a, such that 
i akbfk-‘=& i= 1, . . . . n. 
k=l 
If b, # bj for i # j then we get a unique set of U’S by the nonvanishing of the 
Vandermonde determinant. If bf = b,? for some i # j then the corresponding 
equations coincide and we can find the U’S as well. For such u’s we get 
u,h, + ... +a,h,=$ i (y;+b;yf+,J. 1 
i= 1 
Cushman and Kelley [ 1 ] proved that A E sp(2n, R) is strongly stable if 
and only if all elements in the centralizer of A are stable. Levi [2] gave 
another proof of this fact. The “only if” part is an immediate consequence 
of our criterion. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf A E sp(2n, R) is strongly stable then all elements in the 
centralizer of A are stable. 
Proof For a given A the quadratic forms h,, k = 1, . . . . n, are first 
integrals also for the system (*) with A’ in the centralizer of A. Hence any 
A’ in the centralizer of A has a positive definite quadratic first integral and 
so it must be stable. 1 
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We can formulate a similar characterization of strong stability for 
elements of the sympletic group Sp(2n, R). 
SE Sp(24 R) is called stable if lISkll . b is ounded for all k E Z. It is called 
strongly stable if all S’ E Sp(Zn, R) sufficiently close to S are stable. 
It is not hard to establish that SE Sp(2n, R) is strongly stable if and 
only if S= eA, where A E sp(2n, R) is strongly stable. Hence using the 
appropriate normal form for a strongly stable A E sp(2n, R) we get that a 
strongly stable SE Sp(2n, R) will after a canonical change of coordinates 
have the block form 
‘= sinQ [ 
cos 52 -sin Q 
cos Q 1 ’ 
where Q= (wi, . . . . wn) is a diagonal matrix, 0 < 1 wil < rc, i= 1, .,., n and 
wi + wi # 0 for every i, j = 1, . . . . n. 
For<SE Sp(24 R) we put 
.hc(x) = (JSkx, x>, k = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
It is immediate that fk is a first integral of S, i.e., fk(sx)’ fk(x). 
PROPOSITION 2. SE Sp(2n, R) is strongly stable if and only if some linear 
combination of the n quadratic first integrals fk, k = 1, .,,, n, is a non- 
degenerate, definite quadratic form. 
Proof The “if” part is proved in the same way as before. To prove 
the “only if” part we use the above normal form to compute fk( y) = 
Cl= i sin kwi( yf + yf+ .). Now we look for real ai, . . . . CC,, such that 
n 
But we have 
1 ak sin kwi = 1, i = 1, . . . . n. 
k=l 
so that if all w’s are different we obtain a unique set of Cos and if some w’s 
coincide we get fewer conditions on a’s. For such CL’S 
2n 
%fi + .‘. +ct,f,= c y;. I 
r=l 
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COROLLARY 2. If SE Sp(2n, R) is strongly stable then all matrices 
s’ E Sp(2n, R) commuting with S are stable. 
The proof is the same as for Corollary 1. The converse statement is also 
true (cf. [ 1 I). 
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